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EXPERIENCE
Photoshop 6

Painter 6
Canvas 7

CorelDraw 10
Microsoft Publisher

QuickTime 5
OS X
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Are inkjet prints really going to last? We’ve all seen how
stunning inkjet prints can be. This last summer intro-
duced us to some of the most exciting inkjet printers ever:
rich, photographic, and—if we could only calibrate our
software correctly—a dream come true for getting what’s
on the monitor to paper. Some service bureaus have even
stopped offering Matchprints because clients were doing
their own proofs on Epson printers.

Suddenly the bubble burst. Despite the arduous test-
ing of the Wilhelm Research Institute (who reassured us
that the Epson 1270 inks would last longer than we
would) people were discovering that their proofs would
turn orange before they could even be seen by clients.
What was happening?

Ozone.
Reportedly, ozone in some places attacked the diluted

cyan inks in the prints. If your prints were put immediately
behind glass, they were safe. Hardly practical. 

But by now the word was out. It’s not enough to have
a great picture…it has to last! This is especially true for
artists taking the inkjet route to printing posters. I decided
to see what was happening in the high end of inkjet print-
ing and called master photographer and head of Toronto
Imageworks, Ed Burtynsky. 

RG: What do you mean by archival?
EB: What we had before in continuous tone imagery was

photographic—Kodak, Agfa, Ilford—(in particular)
Cibachrome, which was widely accepted as a color
medium that could go into museums for twenty-eight
years. Ciba-Geigy got the same color scientists that
developed Cibachrome to develop a set of inks that
would be full gamut, very accurate, and at the same
time have more archival qualities. They developed a
set of inks called Ilford Archiva inks, then ColorSpan
adapted these for their Giclée printers. Apparently,
with their Endura inkset there’s about seventy to
eighty years’ life (12 hrs a day @ 450 Lux). 

RG: My confusion comes in over the difference between
dyes and inks, as far as longlasting pictures are con-
cerned.

EB: Pigmented ink sets have a highly reduced gamut.
They sit up on top of the papers, so that the actual
surface of that print becomes highly volatile. Any mis-
handling became immediately evident on the surface
of those prints—much more archival. They were in
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the two hundred to three hundred year range because
you’re actually shooting out pigment, you’re shooting
out particles, versus solution, which soaks into the
paper.
When we started printing with the Endura inks, the
quality just jumped out. The inks actually soak into
the Arches coldpress. It’s in the fibres. There’s a di-
mensionality to it that wasn’t available with the pig-
mented inkset. This is a whole new world—absolutely
stunning in terms of saturation color, no digital arti-
facting. Voila, you have these originals that rival the
original!

RG: With an 8-color printer can we bring you an RGB file?
EB: Basically, the RIP picks up the RGB file and breaks it

down to eight colors, three cyans, three magentas,
yellow and black.
There are really only two standalone printers doing
those ‘individuals’ [single prints] that are out in the
market, and that’s the Iris and the ColorSpan.

RG: I remember the Iris prints used as proofs before go-
ing to press. You sneezed on them and they ran.

EB: That hasn’t changed.
RG: Iris is only four color, right?
EB: What the Iris was able to do was modulate the dot

size, so they were able to take the CMYK ink set and
make a very fine dot and a very large dot and replicate
screen printing. They were able to get into the fine
highlights more because of that. 
If you look at previous plotters—regular inkjet print-
ers—you can really see the dot pattern in the high-
lights because they’re fully undiluted 20-micron dots
trying to replicate a bright,soft highlight area. So they
went another way. They started diluting the inks. So
for the softest, brightest area we won’t use black, but
we’ll use CMY. In our 8-color process we have the
standard CMYK set and then we have medium cyan,
medium magenta, light cyan, light magenta—that
gives you the soft transitions into the highlights. But
as they started diluting these inks, there was less of
the dye in the highlights, making them more suscepti-
ble to being “fugitive”. When the light starts to hit the
print, it takes a lot less time for it to start to change.
So the first change will be your highlights blowing out
to nothing.

RG: I imagine there are still fugitive colors, dyes that are
more problematic than others.

EB: The magenta dye in particular—there’s a certain fre-
quency, they say, that kind of self-destructs. Magenta
is probably one of the most difficult colors to engi-
neer.

RG: My eyes are RGB—my monitor, my film and scanner
are RGB. Now, I can make a beautiful small print to
show my printer. He tells me he can’t print those col-
ors. Can you? Are we almost getting RGB color space
on paper?

EB: We certainly have a better chance at it. A lot of these
printers (like Epsons) are working with specifically
formulated inks and papers, with brighteners. It still
does demand some kind of human intervention to
‘hammer into submission’ those files to give a highly
saturated rendition. Often we tell people to bring in
their Epsons, because we can go to three by four feet
on watercolor paper—and they need either a larger or
more archival (seventy to eighty years) version than
they can achieve themselves. 

RG: I know your service has been a real cost-effective re-
source for ‘starving artists’. Before, if you needed
posters done, you had serigraphy, Iris, or huge quanti-
ties of web prints—all very expensive. Now we’re of-
fered prints as we need them. It’s great. Do you rec-
ommend any particular file format when bringing in a
job?

EB: We say bring it to us in RGB TIFFs. TIFF seems to be
the best standard file format for remaining accurate
across platforms and devices—the most reliable col-
or profile format. I think that’s the logical way to do it.
I always see RGB as a good film original. I think the
target has to be the monitor, because that’s what we
see. So if it’s not accurate to begin with, we’re kind of
toast right there.

RG: I just got Photoshop 6 and they’ve changed their col-
or management again!

EB: I’m hedging my bets, though. I thinks the standards
are going to come from ColorSync and ICC profiling.

RG: Some day.
EB: A couple of weeks ago, my wife (Toronto Imageworks’

general manager) saw us standing over the monitor
and over prints, scratching our heads and wondering
why it wasn’t doing what it was supposed to be do-
ing, and she said, “Gee, I can remember you guys do-
ing exactly the same thing eight years ago.” 
She was right.

by Ron Giddings


